
OBJECTIVE
The ETF Options portfolio is an income product which seeks 
to generate current income from selling, or ‘writing’ covered 
calls and cash-securited puts on what we deem to be the ‘most 
attractive’ Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs) with active options 
markets. 

A “covered” call is a call on a security already owned in the 
account; a “cash-secured” put is a put for which the cash is 
left available in the account to buy the underlying position if 
required. In both cases, the risk is lower than if the call or put 
option were ‘naked’.

RISKS TO CONSIDER
This is an income-oriented strategy with a targeted risk level 
below that of the broad equity market during normal market 
environments.  The strategy would likely lag the equity market in 
a big up year and produce significant losses in a big down year, 
though hopefully not as much as the broad market. 

Selling cash secured puts on ETFs is similar in risk to a long-
invested position in those ETFs. To the extent that the ETFs 
are a blend of equity and bond ETFs, the overall risk would be 
commensurate with the risk of a balanced account with the 
same equity/bond ETF weighting. The risk is evident when the 
stock or bond market suffers a sharp correction, forcing the put 
position to drop to a negative unrealized value. The position 
may eventually be bought back (for a loss), or the option on the 
ETF will be exercised and the ETF will be purchased at an above-
market price. If a client remains with the strategy throughout the 
correction and commensurate recovery, gains would normally be 
realized. If an account closed during the correction, losses may 
be realized. 

Clients in this strategy should have the emotional and financial 
strength to sustain losses in the event of significant market 
declines and/or portfolio underperformance. This strategy will 
often generate short-term capital gains and, because of the 
emphasis on current income, the product may be better suited 
for tax-deferred accounts or for regular accounts of people in 
lower tax brackets.
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METHOD
From a list of about 25 Exchange Traded 
Funds (ETFs) with active options markets, 
we compare fundamental value and 
growth metrics to identify 5 - 10 positions 
selling at attractive prices. We then sell, or 
‘write,’ covered calls or cash-secured puts 
on these ETFs, earning premium income. 
If an underlying ETF to a put position is 
‘put’ to the account, the manager will 
either sell the ETF or write calls on it. 

The manager will attempt to design 
accounts that are diversified by various 
factors, including sector, region, market 
capitalization and risk. 

As for the options themselves, the lower 
the strike price of a call, the higher the 
strike price of a put, and the further out 
the expiration of a put or call, the greater 
the premium received from selling the 
option. 

If we believe the overall equity market 
is expensive, we will begin a position 
by writing a covered call option with a 
strike price close to, or even below, the 
current price of the underlying ETF. For 
the cash-secured puts, we will write them 
reasonably ‘out of the money,’ or below 
the current price, with an expiration date 
about three months forward. 

If we believe the overall equity market 
is fairly valued, or even attractively 
valued, we will likely write covered calls 
with higher strike prices or cash-secured 
puts with strike prices closer to the 
current underlying price of the ETF. Also, 
lengthening the period until expiration 
may allow for cash flows even with out-of-
the-money options.
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Salzinger Sheaff Brock, LLC (“SSB”) is a federally registered investment adviser founded in 2009.  SSB fees are available upon request and 
may be found in our Form ADV Part 2A.  To determine if this strategy is appropriate for you, carefully consider the investment objectives, 
risk factors, and expenses before investing. Individual account management and construction will vary depending on each client’s investment 
needs and objectives. Investment strategies in options may carry a high degree of risk and are not suitable for all investors.  Investors should 
not enter into option transactions until they have read and understood the option disclosure document titled Characteristics and Risks of 
Standardized Options issued by the Options Clearing Corporation (“OCC”) which outlines the purposes and risks of option transactions.  The 
option disclosure document can be obtained from your broker, any of the options exchanges or OCC. 


